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BRANCHED STRUCTURES AND AFFINE AND

PROJECTIVE BUNDLES ON RIEMANN SURFACES

BY

RICHARD MANDELBAUM

ABSTRACT. A classification for analytic branched G-structures on a

Riemann surface M  is provided by means of a map (f>^  into the moduli

spaces of flat G-bundles on M.  (G = GA(1, C)  or PL(1, C).) Conditions

are determined under which r/J^.  is injective and these conditions are

related to the total branching order of the G-structures.  A decomposition

of the space of analytic branched G-structures into a disjoint union of

analytic varieties is exhibited and it is shown that <f>     is is fact holomor-

phic on each such variety.

1. Introduction.  Continuing the study of branched affine and projective struc-

tures on Riemann surfaces begun in L12J, we seek to classify such structures by

means of their branching orders and their coordinate cohomology classes.  In addi-

tion we investigate the space of branched structures with fixed branching order

and relate this space to that of the space of flat (unstable) projective and affine

bundles.

Briefly the contents of this paper are the following.  §2 develops the notation

and terminology to be used and defines the structures to be studied.  In §3 we

exhibit the existence of maps ;    iv = 1, 2) from Ct(M) = i space of branched affine

structures on M\ and j(M) = ¡space of branched projective structures on M\

(where  M  is a fixed Riemann surface of genus  g) to F  ÍM, GA(1, C)) and

F  (M, PL(1, C)) respectively, where  GA(»2, C)  and  PL (m, C) are the general

affine and projective groups of rank  m with coefficients in  C). We also show that

if $ e hHm, GA(1, C)) (resp.  Hl(M, PL(1, C)) arises from a flat vector bundle

T eHHM, SM2, O) (resp.  hHm, SL(2, C)) (where SA(2, C) CSL(2, C) is the sub-

set of upper triangular matrices of SL(2, C).  Then $  is the coordinate class of

some affine (resp. projective) structure on  M. §§4 and 5 then discuss the converse

situation of when the coordinate cohomology class of a branched structure does in

fact arise from a flat vector bundle.   We prove that this is always the case for
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38 RICHARD MANDELBAUM

coordinate cohomology classes of affine structures. For cohomology classes of

projective structures we show that a sufficient condition that they arise from flat

vector bundles is that they possess a nonlocally constant cross-section with even

total branching order. We then use the above facts to show that in the projective

case if two projective structures determine the same cohomology class and both

structures have even total branching order less than or equal to  2g — 2  then they

must be projectively equivalent.  In the case where either branching order is even

and greater than or equal to 2g we give sufficient additional conditions to guaran-

tee that the structures are projectively equivalent.

For the affine case we similarly prove that the map /.: Uj(A1) —> E (Al, GA(1, C))

is injective when restricted to structures with total branching order  2g — 2.  For

other branching orders we again give sufficient conditions to guarantee that two

affine structures determining the same cohomology class are affinely equivalent

and relate these conditions to the distribution of Weierstrass points on  Al.

Lastly in §§6 and 7 we show that if for any nonnegative integer ¿,   V, C f(M)

and     V, C Cl(Al)  denote the subset of structures of total branching order k then both

V,   and     V,   are finite unions of analytic subvarieties and  /    (u - I, 2)  is holo-

morphic when restricted to such a subvariety. We thus get an injection p of

U|lo_1 pV2i into  Hl(M> PL(1> C))  and   aV2   -2   into  wl(M' GA(~l> C))  which is

'almost' holomorphic in the first case and in fact holomorphic in the second.

2. Notation and terminology.  We recall some pertinent facts and terminology

from [12],  Let  \Ua, za\ be a coordinate cover for a Riemann surface  M. Suppose

for each  a, Wa: Ua—► Ya is a meromorphic function on   Ua to the open subset

Y    of the complex projective line  P. We note that this implies  Wa: Ua —» Ya is

a locally branched covering map, and we let   0,(p) denote the branching order of

/ at p. Suppose further that for each nonempty intersection  Ua O Un  there exists

a meromorphic homeomorphism 0an: W„(U^CMJß) —► WA\Ua O UA)  such that

Wa= cf>aß °Wß on   Uai~) Uo.  Then we shall say  \Ua, Wa, <f>aß\ is an analytic

branched cover on   M.   An analytic branched structure on  Al  is then simply an

equivalence class of covers (where two branched covers are equivalent if their

union is a branched cover).  It is easily verifiable that branching orders are pre-

served by the above equivalence relation and we can speak of the branch points

of a structure.

By adding the restriction that all the homeomorphisms 4>aß  belong to some

pseudo-group  G  of meromorphic transformations of  P  we can also speak of ana-

lytic branched G-structures on  Al.  The only such structures arise when G= PL(1, C)

or when  G = GA(1, C) and we call such structures projective or affine branched

structures on the Riemann surface  Al.  We note that if Al has such a branched

G-structure [11], then we can always choose a representative branched G-cover
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\Ua, Wa\ of M  such that each   Ua has at most one branch point and no branch

point p is in two or more distinct  Ua's.  Furthermore if Ua has no branch points

then  Wa is in fact a homeomorphism.  We call such a cover a restricted cover on M

and henceforth tacitly assume all our covers are restricted.

Now given a branched analytic cover \Ua, Wa\ on M we can canonically

associate to it the positive divisor 2>(¡Fa, Wa\) = 2     „ 0W (p) • p (for some  a

such that  p e Ua).  If  M  is compact  ^beM Om ip) • P is a finite sum and therefore

recalling that branching orders are invariants of the structure represented by

\Ua, Wa\ we have a map  2) : ¡branched structures on MS —► ¡positive divisors on  Mi.

Given a positive divisor  2) on  M  we shall say a branched analytic structure is of

type  2) if and only if, for some representative  \Ua, Wa\ of that structure,

§\Ua, WJ = 2>. We let Bi\Ua, Wj) = deg 2) = 2peM 0w(p) and call this the

branching  order of the structure.   We   shall  also  let    |¡Fa, W   \\ = |2)| =

card!/)   e M\0W ip.) ¿ 0\    (i.e.   \\Ua, Wa}\   is the number of distinct points of  2).

Now suppose  \Ua, Wa\ is a branched affine structure with a branch point of

order r — 1   at p..  Thus, locally in   Ua 3 p., we have that  Wa = [ga(za)]~r where

8a: ZS^a) —> C  is a holomorphic function with  ga(0) = 0, gai0) 4- 0 and z^p.) = 0.

However   affine   transformations   preserve   poles   so   that   in   contradistinction

to the projective case  [ga(za)]_r is not equivalent to [ga(za)]_r.  Thus, in addi-

tion to specifying the order of a branch point, we must also specify whether it

arises from a pole or not.  To this end we introduce the notion of the class divisor

X of an affine structure as follows:

Suppose  ¡Fa, W \ represents an affine structure on  M with poles of order

— v.   at s.   (/ = 1, • • • , a) and holomorphic branch points of order  r. — 1   at  p.,11' r r ; r;

/ = 1, • • • , n. (We note that  Ow (s .) - \v. | - 1.) We now define the class divisor

XW* WJ=t b.-l).p.+ f>;-l). s..
;'=1 ; = 1

We thus have a map

X'   (Affine structures on  M) —• ¡Divisors on  M\.

Given a divisor \ on  M we say an affine structure represented by  \Ua, Wa\ is of

class  x iff  X^Ua' ^a) ~ X- We let PÍX)= ^eg X an^   \x\ m ¡number of distinct points

in x^ anc^ recall, by Proposition 4 of [12], pix\Ua, W }) = 2g — 2 fot any affine

cover ¡Fa, Wa\. We call a coordinate cover \Ua, Wa\ regular iff W    is into C for

all a. Since this property is preserved under affine transformation we shall say

\Ua, V/a\ represents a regular affine structure iff it is a regular affine cover. We

immediately see that the affine cover \Ua, Wa\ is regular iff X^a' ^oJ 's a Posi"

tive divisor or equivalently iff ^¡F'  , W } = 2¡Fa, W   Î.

In what follows we fix  M  as a compact Riemann surface of genus  g > 2.
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3. Branched structures and flat vector bundles. We now turn to study the rela-

tionship between branched structures and bundles on a Riemann surface.  Follow-

ing the notation of [5], [6] suppose  U = \U'a, Wa, <f>aß\ represents a projective or

affine branched structure on the Riemann surface Al. We immediately note that the

transition functions  S<?5ao! satisfy <f>aa =4>ßa   and 'f'a.ß'fißy ~ 't'a.y  and therefore

define a cocycle in  Z  (U, PL(1, C))  or Z  (U, GA(1, C)).  Furthermore equivalent

representative covers define equivalent cocycles and this equivalence is preserved

under refinement.  In the obvious fashion we then have

Lemma 1.   There exist canonical mappings  j., /'    such that

Q{M)

?(A1)-

^eHai, ga(i, O)

h
>h\m, pl(i, O)

is a commutative diagram (where v. u(Al) —> J (Al) and i: GA(1, C) —> PL(l, C)

are the natural injections).

We thus see that to each projective (or affine) structure on Al there corresponds

a flat fiber bundle (or equivalently a coordinate cohomology class). (See [10, p. 41]

for details on why this is a bundle.) A flat projective (affine) bundle correspond-

ing in this fashion to some structure on Al will then be called an indigenous

bundle on Al. We note that if a flat bundle cf> (projective or affine) on M has a

nonlocally flat meromorphic cross-section Wa\ then, since Al  is connected and

W   is not constant for some  a, Wa\ is not constant for all  a. Thus such a cross-

section induces a projective (resp. affine) structure on Al. We thus see

Lemma 2.  Suppose cf> e HX(M, PL(1, C)) (h\m, GA(1, C))).  Then cf>  is

indigenous iff <f> has a nonlocally flat meromorphic cross-section.

We can proceed further by relating the indigenous projective and affine bundles

to flat vector bundles on Al. We recall the exact sequences

0 ->( + /) — SL(2, C)->PL(1, C) 0

0-*(±/) ^SA(2, C)—^GA(1, C) -

We now produce the corresponding cohomology diagram

E!(A1, SA(2, O)

E (Al, SL(2, O)

-»■eHai, GA(1, O)

-*Hl(M, PL(1, O).
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Now if <f> = pviT) (v = 1, 2) for some  T e HlÍM, SL(2, C)) (or HlÍM, SAÍ2, O)

we shall say that <?S  is associated to the flat vector (triangular) bundle   T, or is

represented by  T. We shall then call pÁH (M, SA(2, C)) the set of associated

flat affine bundle and p2ÍH (M, SL(2, C)) the set of associated flat projective

bundles.

Explicitly (see [6]) if 0 e F!(M, PL(l, C)) (or Hl(M, GA(l, O) we can locally

always represent 0ao   by  Tan eSL(2, C)) (or SA(2, C)) which is uniquely deter-

mined up to + 1.   The cocycle condition on  (f>, namely cf>a„cf>„     = cf>        when

Ua O Un n U    4 0 simply means that  Taß T„    =+ T    . If we can pick the signs of the

various matrices so that the  +  signs always  hold  then  in fact <f>  is an associated

bundle.

We then have

Theorem 1.  Every associated bundle is indigenous.

Proof.  It suffices to show p* (F  (M, SL(2, O) C jÁPÍM)) since the proof is

identical for the affine case.  So suppose  cf> e p*(H (M, SL(2, Q).   Thus <f>  is an

associated bundle on M  and for some flat vector bundle   T e H (M, SL(2, C))  we

have <p = n* (D.  Now by [5, Theorems 7, 9] we have tiT) ä ÜR © 5H  where we

again recall that m(T) ate the meromorphic cross-sections of  T, while 111  is simply

the sheaf of germs of meromorphic functions on  M.  We can thus find two linearly

independent meromorphic functions   A, L  such that

iFn)=( fla\eFiM,%iT))
a'

is the image of

7,
r(M,3K©5H)

under the induced isomorphism of T(M, 5ïï(T)) — FÍM, ÎIÎ © DID   and   fla, f2a   ate

locally linearly independent (so neither is identically zero).

Now let  Wa = f,a/f2a fot each  a.  We note immediately that  Wa is a noncon-

stant local meromorphic function on  U   .    Furthermore, if we have

T
aaß    baß\

aß    daß) '«ß~ \c„a    d

then in    Ua n Uß ^ 0 we will have

/la\     Kßiiß+Kßiiß)
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Thus

Wa=^aßWß+baß)/(caßWß+ daß).

Thus  !H'ai represents some  W e T(AI, m(<fi)) - r(AI, j(cb)) and so by Lemma 2 <f>

is indigenous.

For future use if  We HAl, %(cf>)) we shall let  \ = 1 Ow(p)-p and

B(W) = S 0w(p) = BC§>w) be the branching divisor and total branching order of

W respectively.  We also recall that U(cf>)  is the sheaf of holomorphic cross-sec-

tions of (7J>, for any bundle cf>.

4. Projective bundles.  Having shown that all associated bundles are indigenous

we next ask which indigenous bundles are associated.  We then have

Theorem 2.  Suppose q>  is an indigenous projective bundle with a nonlocally

flat holomorphic cross-section

W = \WJ e T(A1, 0(c5)),

such that  B(W(3) = 2/ for some integer j > 0.   Then there exists a special linear

vector bundle  T e E (M, SL(2, C)) such that <f>  is associated to  T.  Furthermore

there exists a flat line bundle tb and a meromorphic section k = K¿,a, &Ta)i e

HAI, %{& ® T)) such that Wa = ¿la/¿2a. //, in addition, B(Wa) < 2g - 2   then  k

is a holomorphic section.

Proof.  Since  <f>  is indigenous we can select a projective cover \Ua, W , 4>aß^

on  Al  which is mapped into (f>.  Representing  <73  by  (<f>aß> e Z  (U, PL(l, O), for

each <f>aß we can select a matrix

r^(y ^Wc>
^       \ca/3    da/3/

such that

W = («a/3 V^ + baßVbaßVßW + V = ̂ /3 ° V P>     for  /» £ ̂ a n "/}■

We now define Aa/?(p) = dWß/dWa = [^(^(p)]-1   for P eUanUß- We reca11

that we can write W„ = hAz) for some holomorphic è„ e(J     ...  . and that

¿Wg/VZ^ h'ß

Kaß{p) = ¿w7¿z~(p) = TaK*ß{p)   where K = !V3!

is the canonical bundle on  Al.  Writing  Haß = hß/ha   we clearly see that  \Haß\

represents a line bundle H e H (Al, 0*) and therefore A- = Kaß^aß  similarly

represents a line bundle A e E (Al, 0*).  Then we have  c(A-) = c(i<aß) + c(Haß)

= 2g — 2 + c(Haß) (where c(A) is the Chern class of A).
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However if we let /  = ¡l/¿ai we immediately see that  !/a!  is a cross-section

of \Haß\ and therefore

«*V-  2:  "pW = -  E ^ = -   Z 0w{p)—2j.
H        pen peM peM        a

Thus  ciX) = 2g — 2 — 2j = 2m where  m > 0 if and only if ß(Wa) = 2/ < 2g — 2. Now

suppose 772 > 0 and select to distinct points  p .,•••, p     and let ç = H'~J? £

where ¿     is  a point bundle [4, p. 114] and f = 1   if m = 0. Now write f = 77À

for some complex  line bundle 77 and since  c(ç) = 2m = c(À) we can assume

77 e F (M, C*). Since f is a product of point bundles  £     we can find a section

g = (g ) e r(M, 0(¿f)) such that 2(g) = £!~™ 2 • p. (where g is a nonzero constant

if m = 0).

Now by computation we see that for p e Ua O Uß, Xaßip) = [r/>a „]-    =

icaßWßip) + daß)  .  Thus the condition that g be a section is just that gaip) =

Vaß(caßWßW + daßip)) gßip} where  r¡ao  represents  77. Since the divisor of g

is even at each point we can select a well-defined branch of k2aip) = \fga(p)

which is analytic in  Ua and such that for  p e Ua Pi Fa

k2a^ = &aß ■ {caß WßW + d*ß)k2ßW

where ëa a  represents a flat line bundle  &  such that  fe    = 77.  Introducing the holo-

morphic functions  klaip) = Wa(p) • k2a(p) we see that

kl^P) = Kß^aßhßW + haßk2ß^^

k2a{P] - êa/3(cc^l 3 (?} + dafik2fi{P)]-

Since  Wa is not constant, the functions   &la, k2a ate clearly linearly independent

= 5
ayand therefore it follows that the matrices  Saß = &aßTaß  satisfy 5aßSß

and thus represent an element S e H ÍM, GL(2, C)).  If we divide  Saß by the

square root of its determinant = &aß  we will then have  Tan  representing

T e hHm, SL (2, C))  and p* (T) = cf>.  Furthermore clearly we will have k = ikla, k2J

e T(M, 0(ë ® T)) with kla/k2a = wa.

Now, in the general case of m not necessarily positive, we can still pick a

finite number of distinct points p., • • • , p.; s., • • • , s. subject to the restriction

I — k = m. We then let

f-ncnc.,=i * ¿=i '
Then since    ci¿¡) = - 2k + 21 = 2(1 — k) -2m we will again have f = 77À for some

7/ e F!(M, C*) and we can find a section ¡gai 6 T(M, )!((£)) such that

*V = L -2 • P¿ + £  2 . s
1=1 ,' = 1
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The rest of the proof now goes through as before except that  {¿ai  is now a mero-

morphic rather than a holomorphic section.

We now return to the map /,: P(Al) —► E (Al, PL(l, C)) and consider to what

extent a projective bundle determines a specific projective structure.

Theorem 3. Suppose \Ua, wa, 4>aß\, \Ua, wa, cf>aß\ represent projective struc-

tures of type  ¡5j   and %2  respectively with  ß(3) ) = 2/',  ß02) = 2¿ [or some

integers j, k, with 2/ < 2g — 2 and 2k <2g — 2.  Then if Wa, wa, <f>aß\ and

\Ua, wa, 4>aß}  are both mapped into the same projective bundle cf>  under j2, then

\Ua, wa\  is projectively equivalent to \Ua, wa\ and 2), = 2L.

Proof.  Let  \Ua, wa, <f>aß\, \Ua, wa, 4>aß^ De as in the hypothesis of the

theorem.  Applying Theorem 2 to the indigenous bundle <f> determined by \Ua, wa, <^>ao!

and \Ua, wa, <f>aß\ we can select a flat vector bundle  T represented by \Taß) e

Z (li, SL(2, C)), flat line bundles <f, r\ represented by (£aß\ ^Vañ^' and holomor-

phic sections

g = Kgla, g2j\ e HAÏ, 0(£ ® T)),      h = \{bla, h2a)\ e V(M, 0(V ® T)),

such that

^) = ^la/Ä2a)(p)     and    w-a(p) = (bla/h2a)(p)

(where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that 4>aß ~ ^aß''

We now construct the matrices

,   ,        /*!>)      M^\       £
aV \«2aW     *2«W

which are meromorphic in each   U , and we note that

(L    o \
FaW = Taß • FßW • for  p e Ea O Uß.

\ °        laß/

Letting Ga(p) = det Fa(p) for p e Ua we see immediately that (Ga) e HA!, ffiGfry)).

But c(^t¡) = 0 so either Ga = 0 or %peM ^S^o) = 0< However noting that wa - wa

can be chosen holomorphic for each a. we get

Z   *>p&a) =   Z   %^lah2a -Ï2a hlJ =    Z   "„«"a  "^«2«^

=    Z   %K-^)+    Z   "p(*2a)+   Z   "^2a}

>   Z   ̂ («2J +   Z   v{b2B).
pefA p eM
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But, noting the proof of Theorem 2, we see that

Z^2a) = ^"1_/     and      Z   vpiha) = « - 1 ~L
peM peM

Thus  Sft£M^(Ga)>2g-2-(/ + ^).

Thus if either / < g — 1  or £ < g - 1  we have ^        v (Ga) > 0 so that Ga = 0.

Therefore (g,a> g2a) and (è,a> h2a) ate everywhere linearly dependent and

wa ~ wa f°r a^   °"

However if f = k = g — 1  we note immediately by the proof of Theorem 2 that

g2a and h2oLate holomorphic cross-sections of a  and thus constants.

Furthermore  \Ga\ is holomorphic so that either  Ga = 0  or  ¿¡aß^aß W 1  and

Ga is also a constant.  In either case Ga - iwa - w^gjoPia = constant implies

wa ~ ™a IS constarit for each  a, and thus  \U a, wa\ is projectively equivalent to

We can generalize this result to the case where either 2/ > 2g — 2 or 2k> 2g — 2

by simply noting that if w    and wa have a zero of order  m  at some point  p, then

in fact 2    M v (G¿) > 2g — 2 — (j + k) + m. Thus we immediately derive:

Corollary 3.1.  Suppose \Ua, wa, </Jaoi> W a, wa, (paß ^ rePresent projective

structure of type  2)   + 2    and 2)   + 2>2   respectively where B(S   + 2),) = 2/;

ß(20 + 2)2) = 2/e and ß(2j) < 2g - 2,  ß(2>2) < 2g - 2. Suppose there exists

Aa e PL(1, C) such that Aa o </>a/3 = cßaß o A^ flB</ Aa o „,a(pf) _ 2?a(p.) for

i = I, • ■ • , n where  2)   = 2!^" (r. — l) • p . >_0.   Then  ¡Fa, wa\  is projectively

equivalent to \Ua, wa\.

5. Affine bundles.  In the case of affine bundles the situation is a bit better

than in the projective case.  Clearly every affine bundle <f> arising out of an affine

cover \Ua, Wa, <ßaß\ can be represented by means of a flat triangular bundle

\Taß\ (this follows from a straightforward calculation). Thus every indigenous

bundle is associated. We thus turn to the question of to what extent an affine

bundle determines a specific affine structure.  Letting MÍ/) be the meromorphic

(principal) part of the meromorphic function / in a neighborhood of the point p, we

have

Theorem 4. Suppose ¡fJa, wa, (ßaß\> \Ua, w a, <£aoi represent affine struc-

tures of class

and

respectively.

X = Z (',- - D • P, + Z K - D • '*,
7=1 7=1

m er

£ = Z it, -1) • *,. + Z (*, - i) ■ S.
7=1
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Then if there exist Aa e GA(1, C) such that (i) Aa o <£      o Aßl =0 and (ii)

^s ^<^ = ^s  ^Aa ° wa) /or y = 1, • • • , a.  Then \U a, w A is affinely equivalent to

Before proving this theorem we extract the case of a = 0 as a separate corol-

lary.  We recall that a regular affine structure is one without poles.

Corollary 4.1.  Suppose  \Ua, wa\, \Ua, wa\ represent regular affine structures

with jJU^wA-jJU^wJ.

Then \Ua,u,a\~ü(JUa,^al

Proof of Theorem 4. We note that for p e 1/   O Un we can write Aa ° wa(p) =

aaß(Aß ° wß">(p) + baß and  w A\p) = aaß™ß(p^ baß  {ot constants  aaß e C*,

baß e C  representing the transition function <pao.  Letting   Va = Aa ° wa" ™a

for any  a, we see that since ÏÏI    (An ° w ) =%    (u, ) tnat  y   e 0     . Furthermore
1 s j      a. a. s j      a a. u a

for p e Uan Uß  we have Va(p) = aaßVß(p) so that (Va) e HAI, C(a)).  But then

either  Va = 0  or aa„ ~ 1  and  Ka is constant. In either case Aa o wa = wa + K

for some  K e C so that \Ua, wa\ ~af   il/a, «>a}. Using the methods of [9], [16]

we can alter the hypothesis to get

Theorem 4 .  Suppose \lla, wa, 4>aß\, \Ua, wa, 4>aß\ represent affine struc-

tures of class  x and X respectively.  Suppose further j^\Ua, wa\ = j,\Ua, wa}.

Then writing \ - x as the difference of two positive divisors   a   — a  , if either
z p

a.     or  a.     is not a special divisor then \U  , w A ~ ,   \U  , wa\.

Proof. We recall that a positive divisor   a  is a special divisor if and only if

there exists a nonconstant meromorphic function  /  e 'J1I     such that  2>(/) > - a.

Now we can assume without loss of generality that  4>aß ~ $aß- ^e shall

represent 4>aß^x^ by aaßx + ^aß ^or some aaß e ^*' ^aß £ ^-  ^e then have

for  p eUaC) Uß; wa(p) = aaßwa(p) + baß  and  vja(p) = aaßvjß(p) + baß.  Thus

dwa/dw   = aaß = dw J dw    and therefore if we let fa = dwJ'dwa, we see that in

Ua H U ß; fa = dwa/dwa = dwß/dwß = fß.  Thus the family  i/ai induces a global

meromorphic function  / such that

«/)- Z -yj-p- Z^)-p = x-x-
peM p e,M

But y-y=a   -a. So  a   -a   = 2>(/) and  a   - a   = 2)(l//) and since
^      ^ z p z p ' p z '

either  a    or   a    is not a special divisor / must be constant. Thus dw/dwa-

Ka e C* and so u>a = Kjva + La for some    La e C.  Therefore  \Ua, wj ~afn

Clearly if y = y the conclusion of the theorem trivially holds thus giving an

alternate proof of Corollary 4.1.  Furthermore applying the theorem to the case of

divisors of the form  a) = m • p we immediately   deduce
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-\,     ~
Corollary 4.2.  Suppose \Ua, Wa, 0aol> ¡Fa, Wa, <f>aß\ represent affine struc-

tures of class X + m\' P\  and X + m2 ' Pi  ^espectively. Suppose also that

/j(¡Fa, Wa\) = /j(¡Fa, Wa\).  Then if r.   is the first nongap in the Weierstrass gap

sequence at p.   and if for some  i, \m .\ < r.   then ¡t/a, Wa\ ~ ,   ¡Fa, Wa\.

Considering positive divisors of degree n as elements of S"M (the 77-fold

symmetric product of  M) we note that by [13], [14], [15] for  r < g there exists a

proper analytic subset A C S M consisting of all the special divisors of degree

< r. We thus get

Corollary 4.3.  Suppose  \Ua, wa, <Paß\, \Ua, wa, <ßaß\ represent affine struc-

tures of class  x> X respectively. Suppose further that j,\Uat wa\ = /'1¡Fa, wa\.

Then if X - X = a   - a,,  where both   a    and  a    are positive divisors with ß(a  )
Z ¿s Z I) z

= r. < g and ß(a ) = r2 < g.  Then there exists analytic subsets A. C S   M and

■/
afn

A2 C SnM such that if az e SnM - Aj  or if a    e SnM - A.,  then \Ua, wj ~a

By a theorem of Meis [l3] the set of Riemann surfaces of genus  g  (g > 2)

admitting a special divisor of degree less than  [ig + 3)/2] (where [ ] is the largest

integer function)  form a proper analytic subset of the Teichmüller space  M     oí

Riemann surfaces of genus  g.  Thus 'in general' a Riemann surface  M  of genus  g

will not have any such special divisors and if either  r.   or r2   in Corollary 4.3 is

less than [ig + 3)/2]  the conclusion of that corollary will automatically hold on M.

We should note that if r is equal to the smallest number of sheets for which

M admits a realization over P then M will always have an indigenous bundle r/>

such that if \wj e T(M, %($)) - T(M, ÇJ(<J>)) then ßäu; J > 2g - 2 + 2r.

For example, the identity bundle of M  will not admit nonlocally constant

cross sections (i.e. functions) with  B(f) < 2g — 2 + 2r.  Again therefore by [13] we

have that 'in general' (i.e. except for Riemann surfaces contained in a proper analytic

subset  A     of M  ) a Riemann surface  M  will always admit an affine bundle  ó

such that <f> has no nonlocally constant cross sections  \wa\ with  ß(^a) < 2g — 2

+ 2[(g + 3)/2].  Thus if ¡7^1 e T(M, %icf>)) - FÍM, ?(<£)) then BiwJ > 2g - 2 +

2[(g + 3)/2] > 3g.  Summing all this up we have

Corollary 4.4.   Let M    be the Teichmüller space of Riemann surfaces of genus

g>2.

Then there exists a proper analytic subset A     of M    such that

(i) If  M e M     - A     then there exists r/j e j^iAiM))  such that \wa\ e

FiM, j1K</>)) - TiM, 3i<f,))   implies  BiwJ > 2g - 2 + 2 [(g + 3)/2] > 3g, while if

(ii) M e A     then there exists tf> e /j(A(M)) and an integer r where 2 < r <

[ig + 3)/2] such that
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\wj e FiM, U<f>)) - FiM, 3(cf>))^>B(wa) > 2g _ 2 + 2r > 2g + 2

with r =2  only for hyperelliptic surfaces.

6. Analytic structure on j(M). We now return to Lemma 1 for a more thorough

study of the spaces  CUM), J (M) and the maps   /',, /,.  We begin with 9iM).

Suppose

i=B y=n

9-El.5f-5:(r-l).p
7=1 7=1

is a positive divisor on M (where the p  's are the distinct points among the S.'s

and the r.'s are > 2). We then let

Í=B r   -1      r   -1 „r   -1

11   ̂ .      St      S>2^=nc=C C  -c-

$*,=    Í1    C = C C ■ * * d •D     t ,.    . I    •*;        pl    p7 p«
(distinct s.\       l l       ¿ n

We now form the vector spaces FiM, Ö(k f_)) and T(M, Ö(k <f>^)) and we consider

FÍM, U(k 01))) a subset of FiM, Ö(k "f,^)) under the natural inclusion induced by

the isomorphisms

FiM, ÖU2£ ))» ¡meromorphic quadratic differentials /

such that div(/) + 2) > OS,

r(M, 0(K2r/>  )) «< meromorphic quadratic differentials  /

«=« )

such that div(/) + £ 1 • p. > 0}
t= 1 '        »

where div(/) is the divisor of /. See [4, p. 58] for the isomorphism in question.

Thinking of the positive divisors  2) of degree  ß as points in S   M we can

now form the spaces

8B = ¡(2), x)|2> e SBM    and    x e FiM, 0U2£>))|,

§B =¡(2), x)|2) eSBM    and    x e T(M, GU2çit))S

where we consider 53 „ as a subset of 55„.

We can also associate to any divisor 2 the space     V    = ¡projective structures

of type  2) on Mi and to any nonnegative integer ß the space  ßVß = ¡(2), x)\ 2>  e

S   M and x e   V^\ C ?(m). Under the isomorphism of Theorem 3 of [12] we consider

V_   as an affine subvariety of FiM, 0(k r/>j))) (where we note that by [12, Theorem

3] if deg 2) = B(2)) < 2g — 2   then    VL   contains a  3g — 3 dimensional submanifold

V   ). Now for any positive integer ß  let
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ÖB(M) = \(pv- •-, pB) e SBM\ for some i, j with

1 < i, j < B    and    i ¿ /, p{ = p.],

TBM = SBM -Qn.

We then have

Lemma 3.   Let B  be a positive integer.  Then

(1) /ßCCßCBß  a«¿pV0=§0 = B0 = r(Al,G(K2)).

(2) 53„ —* S   M  is a holomorphic vector bundle with fiber C  8~   +     and base

space S   M  under the natural projection map (5), x) —* 2).

(3) §B|TßA1 = 8ß|rßA1 a«¿ therefore §ß|TßAl — 7ßAl  is also a holomorphic

vector bundle under the restricted projection map of B    —» 5   Al.

Proof. Assertion (1) follows directly from the definitions and Corollary 2-1 of [12],

If assertion (2) is true then so is assertion (3), again by simply checking the

relevant definitions. We note that  T   (Al) is a dense open subset of 5   Al and is in

fact simply S   AI — ian affine variety of codim 1| (i.e. CfR(Al) is simply a union of

intersecting hyperplanes in S   Al).  To prove  our lemma it suffices to prove assertion

(2). So let vn = (disjoint) M       R     f   . Recalling that for any  SeS   Al, f is a

holomorphic line bundle over Al we note that the techniques of the proof of Theorem

6.1 of [14] applied to v„  show that v„ —> S   AI x AI —* S   Al is a complex analytic

family of holomorphic line bundles over Al  indexed by the parameter space S   Al.

But then by Theorem 18.1 of [ll], if the value of dim HAl, Q(k £))  is independent

of 3)eSßA1 then

(disjoint)     U     HAI, 0(k2U) = {(S),*)|9 e SBM and x eI\M, Q(k2Q\ = Bß
QeS°M

is a holomorphic vector bundle over S   AI under the natural projection  (S, x) —► 5).

However by the Riemann-Roch theorem  dim r(Al, 0(/< £*)) = 3g - 3 + B(3) and

BO) = B.

Now again for any positive integer B  let Part(B) be the set of partitions of B

and let Part(O) = Ï0Î.   If a e Part(B) we will represent a as a finite sequence of

positive integers  (o. • • -a ) (n > l) such that 2'=". o.= B. (Note. We are distin-

guishing between two partitions with different orderings.) We let  \o\  denote the

length of the sequence defining a. Now suppose we henceforth identify S^Al with

a fundamental region in M" isomorphic to it under Perm(w). (The permutation group

on « letters acting on Al".) Thus every element  P in SnM has a unique representa-

tion as (p, • • • p ) e Al". Similarly of course, the elements of T"A1 are also uniquely

representable elements in Al". Then for any o e Part(ß) we let 2   Al = ÍS) eS   Al|

for some  (p^-'pj eT^M; §-2^^ »■?,! and S°A1 = ¡0| = S°M.

We shall also let  o    e Part(B) represent the distinguished partition
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(l, 1, • • • , 1) e Z     and for any positive integer  1 < n < B, Patt   (ß) = ¡o e Part(ß)|

|o| = n\. We immediately see

Lemma 4.   Let B, n be positive integers with  I <n <B.  Then

(l)SßM = (disjoint) LUPa„(B)X**.

(2) If o e Part   (ß)   then 2   M  is canonically isomorphic to TnM.

(3) Partg (ß) = ío-Qj and 2     M  ¿s canonically isomorphic to T   M.

Proof.  All the assertions follow immediately from the definitions involved. We

note that the isomorphism of (2) is simply

2)=¿ o..p.eïaM^(pl...pn)eT"M
i=i

Definition A.  Let ß be a nonnegative integer. Let o e Part(ß).

(1) pVBia) = ¡(2), x) e pvB\ S e IaM\ = pVB\larU.

(2)£B(a) = {(3),x) e£B|Se2<r/M} = £B|2'7M.

(3) BB(o) = ¡(S, x) e 5BB|2> e 2ctm¡ = Bgl^M.

An immediate consequence of Lemma 4 and Definition A is

Lemma 5.  Let B  be a nonnegative integer.  Then

(1)^= (disjoint)  LUPart(B)/ßW

(2) §B = (disjoint)   LUpart(B)§B(c7)

(3) BB =§ß(o0)  U (disjoint)   LUPart(B)-¡a0S Va)

We now get

Theorem 5.   Let B, n be positive integers with  1 < « £ B  or B = n = 0.  Sup-

pose a e Part   (ß) ior a e Part(0)  if B = 0).  Then

(1) §„((7)  z's isomorphic to Ç   lT"M  ßTZiT7 /eus ¿as the structure of a complex

analytic vector bundle with base space TnM and fiber C3g_   +n.  Furthermore

?> Ao.)  is a dense open subset of 8ß.

(2) ftV„(o)  z's a complex analytic subvariety of §ß(o") and ¡jV^Cq)  is dense

in    VB while if o¿oQ, yßio) is nowhere dense in    Vß.

(3) VBia) = [regular points of ftVß(o")i z's a complex analytic submanifold of

§b(ct) such that

(disjoint)      y     XC/ß(ff)-

Furthermore if B <3g - 2  then dim    \g (cr) = 3 g - 3 + ß and if B < 2g - 2 then

nipVgicr)) = 2aM  where n: §B(°") —» X^M  is the natural projection map.

Proof. We assume B 4- 0 as the case of   ß = 0 is trivial.

Proof of (1). By the construction of §ß(o) we see that the canonical isomor-

phism of 2°"M and  TnM of Lemma 4(2) induces in turn a canonical isomorphism
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of §d(o")  and Ç   |T"AI.   However, by Lemma 3(3), this shows  S~> „(a) has the desired

bundle structure.   Furthermore in the proof of Lemma 4 we note that  T   Al  is a

dense open subset of S   M and therefore § R^ar) = § ß 17"   Al = B„|T   M  ¡s ¡n fact

also a dense open subset of B„.

Proof of (2).  We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 6.  Suppose x e Al.   T&e« i^ere exists a neighborhood U     of x  in M

and holomorphic functions f, g  on  U (into  T(M, M(k )), the space of meromorphic

quadratic differentials on M) such that, for p e U,

(1) f(p) e r(Al, 0(k2(,2)) and if we consider F(M, Q(k21,2)) as the space of

quadratic differentials   q with div(^) > - 2 -p  then f(p) has the expansionf(p)(z) =

i/z    + a_./z + (holomorphic terms) in some neighborhood of p with uniformizer

z such that z(p) - 0.

(2) g(p) er(Al,0U2^)) and under the identification TC/M, G(#c2£ )) » {mero-

morphic quadratic differential  q with dï\(q) > - 1 -pi g(p) has the expansion

cl/z + (holomorphic terms)  with  a ^ 0; z« some neighborhood of p with uniformizer

z such that z(p) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 6. By [17, p. 89] there exists a holomorphic bilinear differen-

tial A(p, q)dzd¿; on Al (where z is a uniformizer at p, £ a uniformizer at q) such

that if p  is near  q then locally as a function of z we can write

A(p, q) = l/[z(p) - z(q)\     + holomorphic terms.

Now for any x e Al  let codz be a holomorphic differential on  Al  such that for some

neighborhood  U    of x in Al, co does not vanish on  U  . (Such a differential always

exists by [4, p. 120].) Then for any p £ U    let

f(p) = Up, q)dzd{^ -_ AfrfV-W^.
ùj(p)dz (¿(p)

Then we immediately verify that f(p)  is a quadratic differential in £(q) such that

div(/(p)) > - 2 . p and /(p)  has the expansion f(p)(¿¡) = l/£  (a) + holomorphic

terms around  ç(p) = 0.   Furthermore, since the genus of  M  is  > 1, we can find

another holomorphic differential ¡j. on Al  such that u>  and p are linearly indepen-

dent. Let

Then by a simple calculation [17, p. 320] we see that r¡(p, q) is a holomorphic

bilinear differential form with a zero of order  1  at p = q. Thus for any p £ U

let

g(p) = A(p, q)r,(p, q)d£2.
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We then see that as a function of f (a), g(p) is a quadratic differential with

div(g(p)) = - 1 • p  and with the expansion  g(p)(£) = a/£(q) + holomorphic terms

around if (p) = 0 where a £ 0.

We now finish the proof of (2).

Let t be a holomorphic projective connection on Al. (For details see [12].)

Let (flj • • • <7,   _,) be a basis for the holomorphic quadratic differentials on Al.

For any point p = (p, • • -p ) e T"A1 pick neighborhoods  U.   of p. in Al and func-

tions /   , g      on  U. satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 6. Let U = a(U, x---xU )
P i      Pi l In

(where  a: Al"«—» 5"A1 is the canonical projection). Suppose p is the isomorphism

of Lemma 4(2) p: IaAl <-» T"A1. Let   U = p" l(U). Then for

and

let

® = Z Vz- = Z ('i - D • "P.- e u
¿=1 i=l

(i,s)=(/1,...,in,Sl,...,s,H)eC"+3«-'

rft, s, S») - r + ¿ Jj(l - r])f    + £*,.,,.+   Z3  »! • *,
í=l "        i=l I 1=1

Then p(t, s, SO is a projective connection of type  5) on Al (see [12] for definition

and properties of such connections).  Furthermore under the isomorphism of

HM, GUV©)) and C"+3«-3 given by

(t,8)£c+3*-3-£ v*ö. + 3Z v*<
i-l     ' r< ¿ = 1

we can consider p(t, s, S1) as a holomorphic function on tt"  (U) = fy g(o)\U. Now

by [12, Theorem 3] we have that if (9.  is the Schwarzian differential operator

02/= /"//' - 3/2(/"//')2  and  2> is fixed then

V   ä {meromorphic solution space of the differential equation  0 2f = /x(t, s, 5))|.

Thus

V   (u)|E =* {meromorphic solution space of Of = p(l, s, S1)    and    3) 6 [/}.

However by the constructions in [12] we have that for a given 3) there exists a

polynomial A(r.) eCUj-'-x   ] where (1 < / < n) suchthat Q2f = pkx, s, §0 has a

meromorphic solution iff

A(r.)(p'Al, s,3),...,p{      (t, s, ®))=0    for 7=1,-.-,«
7    ^-1 ry_2

(where p(t, s, 3) has the Taylor series expansion

(1-r2)       ,»',(1,8, S)

p.(t, s, 3) = -f- + —- + Z K(t' s' ®)z)
2z2 */ ¿To    ! '
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where  z . is a uniformizer at  p. and  z ip .) = 0).  But since  p   depends linearly on

(t, s)  and holomorphically on  2 we see that for any  ;

Air V ,(t, s, 2)), ... , p>      (t, s, 2)) = K.(t, s, 2))
' r;-l ;

for some function   K  , holomorphic in  2 and polynomial in  (t, a).  Thus

K.(t, s, 2)  is a holomorphic function on  tt-   iu) and

y„(o-)| F = ¡x e 77-1(F)| K.(x) = 0    for /= 1,..., «j.
p   tí i    j

Thus by [8, p. 86]   0V„(o')  is a complex analytic subvariety (not necessarily irre-

ducible though) of §b(ct). We note that our proof actually shows that if   2'-cr'M =

U,9epetB(Ii,2/,(0r)M   ̂ here   ̂ ••■'^ = S(1)'"-'ÍW)   andÍf   /b^

=   V„(S1- JM.   Then    V„([o"]) is in fact itself an analytic variety.  This follows

from the fact that  K At, s, 2)  can be considered as a function of  2  on   U. x • ■ • x

U   C M" rather than on  U - p~  iaiU, x---x U )). However 2LcrJM is just itself
n r 1 n '

isomorphic to ÍM"/G) - U    (where  G is some subgroup of Perm (77)) and thus

Kit, s, 2) is in fact holomorphic on ill, x«««x U )/C3 2L<TJM).
' ■ In

The other assertions in (2) then follow from Lemma 3 and the fact that  2    M

is dense in  S   M while  2 M  is nowhere dense in S   M   if er 4 o .

Proof of (3).  (3) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3 of [12] (including the

remark at the end of Theorem 3) and the observation that if JÍK.)  is the Jacobian

matrix of the map

(t, s, 2) _^ (K(i, s, 2),..., K (t, s, 2))
1 n

while, if for fixed  3, I^t)  iS t^le Jac°kian matrix of the map

(t, s) -^ (K,(l, s, 2)),.. . , K (t, s, 2))),
1 n

then

7z > rank j(K) at 2 > rank jiK^),

and again by the remarks in the proof of Theorem 3 of  [12]  'in general'

rank ]ÍK~A = 72 (i.e. except on a proper analytic subvariety of  C   8~   +").

Since our subvarieties   TDW are contained in JÍM) we can examine what
p  B

/'    does to elements of a fixed     V„io-). We begin by giving an alternative charac-

terization of ;'    which more clearly reveals its properties.  So suppose   U = \Ua, wa\

represents a projective structure in some   ^„(ct).  Lift U  to a projective cover

U = \tt~  ÍUq), wcjt\ of M, the universal covering surface of M, by means of the

natural projection 77: M —»M.   Since  M  is simply connected we have by [l, p. 215]

that the projective structure on  M  represented by   11  has another representation

U = \VaPo} where all the transition functions are identity maps.  Thus the ¡pj
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actually define a global mapping p: Al —»P.  Furthermore as in [4, p. 217] there

exists a homomorphism p + : n^M) —» PL(1, C) related to p  by  p(Tx) = pA\T)-p(x)

for any x £ Al and  T £ 77j(A1) (where we consider n (Al)  as a group of covering

transformations of  M).  Furthermore if  U   = \Ua, w   \  is a projective cover on  Al

projectively equivalent to  U, then if (p , p^ ) are the corresponding maps associated

to  U' we have p   = R ° p and p¿ = P ° p^ ° R~ l, for some  R e PL(1, C).  Thus to

any projective structure   [U]  in some     V.W we can associate a unique element

[p*(U)]  in HomUjiM), PL(1, C))/PL(1, C)   (where   PL(1,  C)   acts on

Horn (77 (Al), PL(1, C)) by inner automorphism). However under the identification

of E^Al, PL (1,0) with HornCn-jíA.), PL(1, C))/PL(1, C)    of [4, pp. 186; 185]

[pj(ll)]  is simply ;'2([U]). Furthermore the identification of E (Al, PL(l, O)

with HomUji/M), PL(1,C))/PL(1, C) provides  E!(A1, PL(l, O) with the struc-

ture of a quotient space of a complex analytic variety under a complex Lie group

of transformations   acting  on  that variety.    More  explicitly  the  space

HomU.ÍAl), PL(l, O)  can be identified with the analytic subvanety  R  of the

complex manifold (PL(1, C))   8 (where g = genus of Al) given by

R = \(Sl,---,Sg, Tj,..., Tg)e(PL(l,C))2s|[5g,Tg]...[S1,T1] = ±/!

(where [S, T] = STS~   T~  ).  PL(1, C) then is a complex Lie group transforming

R  into itself by G • (S ,,•••, T ) —» (GS. G~   , • • •, GT G~  ).  If instead of looking

at R/PL(1, C) we  let    R„    be the regular points  of    R    and examine

E (M, PL(1, C))q = R./PL(l, C) we find it is in fact a complex analytic submani-

fold of  E  (Al, PL(l, C))  of complex dimension  6g — 6.  For more details on the

structure of  E  (Al, PL(l, C))  and especially for a proof of the last statement see

[3], [5, pp. 193-195].

We now have

Theorem 6.  J (Al)   is the disjoint union of the complex analytic varieties

VR(cr) for all nonnegative integers  B  and all o ePart(ß).   For any such

h I pVB^ ~* H^M' PL^' C^  is holomorphic.

Furthermore if   . V = M „    .        -, V, .  then  j-   is infective on  „K U „V,      ,   fl«¿'    p ^* 0<j<g—2     2; J2 ' p p    2g — I

h(pV)CHX(M,VL(\, C))0.

Proof.  The injectivity of /'    on     VU   V,   _2   is a simple consequence of

Theorem 3 while the structure of J (Al) as a disjoint union of the ¡VB(o~) is obvious.

To show jA ftV'R(o-) is holomorphic it suffices (by the discussion preceding the

theorem) to show that  [p^CU)]  depends holomorphically on  [U] £ ¿VgU).  However

noting the discussion in [14, Chapter 6] it suffices to show that [p(U)] depends

holomorphically on  ftl].  But locally the map p[ll]  is given by  Ta    ° wa ° 77 for
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some Ta e PL(1, C) and some a. Thus it suffices to show that the maps \wa\

of 11 depend holomorphically on the points in some open subset of VÁo). How-

ever the maps  ¡t^al arise precisely as solutions of the equation

\62wa =- ̂ (t, s, 2)!    for (t, s, 2) e pVBio),

where   \pait> s, 2)  is the projective connection corresponding to the structure  [U]

under the identification of [12, Theorem 3l. But by the proof of Theorem 5 we see

that pa depends holomorphically on the points  (t, s, 2) in some open subset

N\-u]  of     V„(o).     Thus by [2, Chapter 7]  the  ¡wa!'s also depend holomorphically

on the points in  /Vr-i."1  and so /'    is holomorphic on   ¡V^ia) as claimed.

To conclude our proof we must show that jjibV) C H (M, PL(l, Q) . However,

by [3], [5, p. 184], it suffices to show that if <I> e j A   V) then Î» is irreducible.

However if <f> e j2ifíV)i í>  must have a nonlocally flat meromorphic cross-section

wa with  Bwa) < 2g — 4.  But then as the following lemma shows  O must be irre-

ducible.

Lemma 7. Suppose cf> is an indigenous affine bundle with a nonlocally con-

stant meromorphic cross-section w . Then for some m > 0, BÍwa) = 2g — 2 + 2t?2

(with  772 = 0   implying that w     is holomorphic).

In particular if ifr   is an indigenous projective bundle with a nonlocally con-

stant meromorphic cross-section v    such that  B(v ) < 2g — 2  then 1}/  is irre-

ducible.

Proof. Let (f>, wa be as in the hypothesis and form the branched affine cover

\Ua, wa\ on M. We then have that the class divisor x °f f^a' wa) can ^e Wfitten

in the form

X\Ua,wa\ = !f(rrl).p.+ ¿   ivk-D-sk
;' = 1 fe= 1

(for distinct points  p., s,, and integers  r. > 2 and v, < - 1). We then have

B(w) = B(\Ua, wj) = '£ (r. - 1) + ¿  (\vk\ - 1)
7=1 k = 1

7 = 1 Jk-1 fe = l

But by [12, Proposition 4] we have that

f>.-l)+f;  (^-l)=2g-2
7=1 fe=l

and in addition 2, _. v, < 0 so letting m = -2, _, v, we get Biw^ = 2g — 2 + 2m

(m a nonnegative integer).   Clearly 722 = 0 if and only if o = 0 in which case w

is holomorphic.
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The latter part of the lemma then follows immediately upon noting that the

reducibility of if/  implies its equivalence to an affine bundle  t/>    for which v

would still be a cross-section.

7. Analytic structure of regular affine structures. We now turn to the branched

affine structures on Al. We restrict ourselves to the case of regular affine struc-

tures  [see §2 for definition]. We let

V   = [space of affine structures of class  §) on All

for any  5) eS2g_2Al.

aV2g_2 = \&,x)\§£S28-2M     and    xe/|CA(M).

Noting that E (Al, GA (l, C)) can be given a complex structure in a manner entirely

analogous to that of E (Al, PL(l, O) we have

Theorem 7.     V2g_2   can be given the analytic structure of S  8~   M x C8 so

that jA   V'    _2 —» EUAI, GA(l, O)  is an injective holomorphic map.

Proof. We recall by [12] that if y £ S 8~ M then V can be identified with

the affine connections of class y (where an affine connection r on M is of class

y = X*"? x. -p. iff t has a pole of order  1  at p.  with Res,,  (r) = x.   for  1 < i < «).
/A- z = l     z     r z r rz pi 1 —     —

Furthermore if h  is an affine connection of class  y then  \h + (o\a> £ F(A1, UU))} =

h + r(Al, G  ' )  is the totality of such connections.  Thus if cf>., • • • , (f>    are a

basis for the holomorphic differentials on  M, we have

aVX*\h + 'ft..cf>.\(tl,...,tg)£C8\.

Since the </>. are independent of y and since if h is an affine connection of class

y.   and k is an affine connection of class y2  and h = k then y. = y2, it suf-

fices to show there exists a global holomorphic function  i on S  8~  Al  such that

for y £ S 8~   , A    is an affine connection of class  y. So suppose y = (s., • • •,

s,      „) e S  8~   AI.   For any point  r £ AI  let <u,        ,  be an abelian differential of
2 g— 2 '   * (si ,r)

the second kind on  Al  with a pole of order  1   and residue  — 1   at s ., a pole of

order  1  and residue + 1  at r and holomorphic elsewhere. (If r = s . we assume

cu, .  is of the first kind.) By [17] such differentials exist and are holomorphic
(sí,s¡) ' _ r

in their dependence on r £ Al. Now let r be an affine connection of class  y on

Al (t exists by [12, Proposition 4]).  For any point S = (pj, • • ■ , p2   _2) £

S2g-2A1, let

*s=r+ Z <"
2g-2

\s,,p.Y
z' = l
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Then a simple calculation shows that §_   is an affine connection of class   2 on

M  (by [12, Lemma l])   and by its definition is holomorphic on  S  e~   M.  (We note

that the structure of S  g~  M x C8 induced on    V2     2  is done so in a highly non-

canonical fashion.)

The proof that /'.| V- _2 is holomorphic is identical to the similar proof for

7' | V„(ct) of Theorem 6 while the injectivity is simply a restatement of Corollary

4.1. We note that if g = 2  then since by [5, p. 196] dim hHm, GA (l, C)) = 4g - 4

= 4  and dim    V,      n=2p-2 + p = 3f-2=4  we have that  Int /,(   V,      ,)  is aa   2g—2 o o        o 'ta    2g—2

nonempty open subset of  F (M, GAU, C)).   In a forthcoming article we hope to use

the structure of   /,(   V,      ,)  to study  H  (M, GA(l, O).
11  a    zg—I J
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